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Abstract
Videos of actions are complex spatio-temporal signals, containing rich composi-
tional structures. Current generative models are limited in their ability to generate
examples of object configurations outside the range they were trained on. Towards
this end, we introduce a generative model (AG2Vid) based on Action Graphs, a
natural and convenient structure that represents the dynamics of actions between
objects over time. Our AG2Vid model disentangles appearance and position fea-
tures, allowing for more accurate generation. AG2Vid is evaluated on the CATER
and Something-Something datasets and outperforms other baselines. Finally, we
show how Action Graphs can be used for generating novel compositions of unseen
actions.
1 Introduction
Generative models for images have improved dramatically in recent years for domains such as faces
[24, 25], visual categories [4] and even complex scenes [14]. Generating videos is a much harder
task because videos contain long range spatio-temporal dependencies, many of which are created
when an object or a person performs an action with other objects.
Actions are a fundamental building block of videos and a key source of their richness and complexity.
Actions are compositional, evolve over time and could involve multiple objects and agents, as in the
case where one player passes a ball to another. We propose to focus on the task of generating actions
as an important step towards generating videos of complex scenes.
We define the task of action generation as taking a description of an action and producing a video
that depicts that action. But how should actions be described? Classic work in cognitive-psychology
argues that actions (and more generally events) are bounded regions of space-time and that they are
composed of atomic action units [35, 53]. In a video, multiple actions can be applied to one or more
objects, changing the relationships between the object and the subject of an action over time. Based
on these observations, we introduce a formalism we call an “Action Graph”, which is a graph where
nodes are objects and the edges are actions specified by their start and end time. See Figure 1.
We argue that Action Graphs are an intuitive representation for describing actions and would be a
natural way to provide inputs to generative models. They can be viewed as a temporal extension of
scene graphs, which have proven effective at describing static scenes. The main advantage of Action
Graph is their ability to describe the actions of multiple objects in a scene.
In our video generation framework, our inputs include an initial frame of the video and an Action
Graph. Instead of generating the pixels directly, we propose a 2-layer pipeline, where bounding box
layouts are first generated over time as intermediate representations, and pixels are then generated
conditioned on the layouts. This approach disentangles motion and appearance, leading to better
generalization. A key challenge in our model is how to keep track of the execution of the different
actions. We propose to do this via a notion of “clocked edges” that have variables specifying action
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Figure 1: The Action Graph to Video task. Given an Action Graph, initial image and initial layout, the goal is to
generate a video that is both satisfies the Action Graph constraints.
time. We develop a graph neural network [29] which operates on Action Graphs and predicts an
updated scene layout, thereby effectively integrating spatio-temporal information.
We apply our Action-Graph-to-Video (AG2Vid) model to two different datasets: CATER [10] and
Something-Something [12]. We show that our Action Graphs not only help modeling complex events
in simulation, but also help generating high quality videos in real world settings with large motion
changes. More importantly, by disentangling the structure generation and appearance generation, it
allows our model to generalize to unseen events.
Our contributions are thus: 1) Introducing the formalism of Action Graphs (AG) and proposing a new
video synthesis task. 2) Presenting a novel action-graph-to-video (AG2Vid) model for this task. 3)
Demonstrating an approach for constructing new actions out of existing atomic actions.
2 Related work
Conditional generation. Conditional video generation has attracted considerable interest recently,
with focus on two main tasks: video prediction [2, 28, 33, 43, 48, 51] and video-to-video translation
[5, 39, 26, 44, 45]. In prediction, the goal is to generate future video frames conditioned on few initial
frames. For example, it was proposed to train predictors with GANs [11] to predict future pixels [33].
However, directly predicting pixels is very challenging [43]. Instead of pixels, researchers explored
object-centric graphs and perform prediction on these [2, 51]. While inspired by object-centric
representations, our method is different from these works as our generation is guided by an action
graph, which largely reduces the uncertainty in generation and leads to much better generalization.
Our work is more closely related in spirit to work on video-to-video translation. The video-to-video
translation task was first proposed in [45], where a natural video was generated from frame-wise
semantic segmentation annotations. However, labeling dense pixels for each frame is very expensive,
and might not even be necessary. Motivated by this, researchers have sought to perform generation
conditioned on more accessible signals including audio or text [7, 8, 41]. For example, [8] aims to
synthesize a video of a speaker given her input speech by utilizing the speech-to-gesture dynamics.
Here, we propose to synthesize videos conditioned on a novel action graph, which is easy to obtain
compared to semantic segmentation and a more structural representation compared to audio and text.
Scene graphs (SG). Our action graph representation is inspired by scene graphs [23, 22], a structured
representation that models a spatial scene, where objects are nodes and relations are edges. SGs have
been widely used in various tasks including image retrieval [23, 38], relationship modeling [30, 36,
37], and image captioning [49]. Recently, scene graphs have also been applied in image generation [16,
22], where the goal is to generate a natural image that corresponds to the high-level scene described
by the input SG. With SGs, a two-stage pipeline is proposed to first generate the scene layouts and
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Figure 2: Example of a partial Action Graph execution schedule in different time-steps.
then the pixels, which inspires our work. However, since these approaches are focusing on image
generation, the relations in SG are mainly defined based on spatial locations, without any temporal
dynamics. In our work, the action graph encodes the spatial-temporal dynamics, where each edge is
represented by one temporal action applied on the objects. By considering the temporal dynamics,
we are able to generate frames that are temporally coherent and more realistic.
Action recognition. Spatio-temporal scene graphs have been explored in the field of action recogni-
tion [9, 15, 19, 32, 42, 47, 50]. For example, a space-time region graph is proposed in [47] where
object regions are taken as nodes and a GCN [29] is applied to perform reasoning among objects for
classifying actions. Recently, it was also shown in [10, 20, 52] that the key obstacles in action recog-
nition are the ability to capture the long-range dependencies and the ability to model compositionality
of actions. Our graph reasoning algorithm is inspired by these approaches. Instead of recognition, we
focus on generating realistic videos which is a very different challenge.
3 Action Graphs
Our goal in this work is to build a model for synthesizing videos with actions that can be manipulated
in a symbolic manner. A key component in this effort is developing a semantic representation to
describe the actions, together with their relations to objects in the scene. We introduce a formalism
we call Action Graphs (AG) that captures all these relations. In an action graph, nodes correspond to
objects, and edges correspond to directed actions operating on these objects. Objects and actions are
annotated by semantic categories and actions are also annotated by the time of action.
More formally, an action graph is a tuple (C,A, O,E) described as follows:
• An alphabet of object categories C. Categories can be compounded and include attributes. For
example “Blue Cylinder” or “Large Box”.
• An alphabet of action categories A. For Example “Cover” and “’Rotate”.
• Object nodesO: A set O ∈ Cn of n objects.
• Action edges E: Actions are represented as labeled directed edges between object nodes. Each
edge is annotated with an action category and with the time period during which the action is
performed. Formally, each edge is of the form (i, a, j, ts, te) where i, j ∈ {1, ..., n} are object
instances, a ∈ A is an action and ts, te ∈ N are action start and end time. Thus this edge implies
that object i object (which has category oi) performs an action a over object j, and that this action
takes place between times ts and te. We note that an action graph edge can directly model actions
over a single object and a pair of objects. For example, “Swap the positions of objects i and j
between time 0 and 9” is an action over two objects corresponding to edge (i, swap, j, 0, 9). Some
actions, such as “Rotate”, involve only one object and will therefore be specified as self-loops.
4 Action Graph to Video via Clocked Edges
We now turn to the key challenge of this paper: transforming an action graph into a video. Naturally,
this transformation will be learned from data. The generation problem is defined as follows: We wish
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Figure 3: Our AG2Vid Model. The Action Graph At at time t describes the execution stage of each action at
time t. Together with the previous layout and frame (`t, vt) it is used to generate the next frame.
to build a generator G that takes as input an action graph A and outputs a video.2 We will also allow
the option of conditioning on the first frame of the video, so we can preserve the visual attributes of
the given objects.3 We will learn G from training data that consists of pairs of actions graphs and
videos corresponding to these graphs.
There are multiple unique challenges in generating a video from an action graph that cannot be
addressed using current generation methods. First, each action in the graph unfolds over time, so the
model needs to “keep track” of the progress of actions rather than just condition on previous frames
as commonly done. Second, action graphs contain multiple concurrent actions and the generation
process needs to combine them in a realistic way. Third, one has to design training losses that capture
the spatio-temporal video structure to ensure that the semantics of the action graph is captured.
Clocked Edges. As discussed above, we need a mechanism for monitoring the progress of action
execution during the video. A natural approach is to to keep a “clock” for each action, for keeping
track of action progress as the video progresses. See Fig. 2 for an illustration. Formally, we
keep a clocked version of the graph A where each edge is augmented with a temporal state. Let
e = (i, a, j, ts, te) ∈ E be an edge in the action graph A. We define the progress of e at time t to be
r = t−tste−ts , and clip r to [0, 1]. Thus, if r = 0 the action has not started yet, if r ∈ (0, 1) it is currently
being executed, and if r = 1 it has completed. We then create an augmented version of the edge e at
time t given by et = (i, a, j, ts, te, r). We define At = {et|e ∈ A} to be the action graph at time t.
To summarize the above, we take the original graph A and turn it into a sequence of actions graphs
A0, . . . , AT , where T is the last time-step. Each action edge in the graph now has its unique clock
for its execution. This facilitates both a timely execution of actions and coordination between actions.
4.1 The AG2Vid Model
Next, we describe our proposed action graph to video model (AG2Vid). Figure 3 provides a high-level
illustration of our model. We assume that frames are generated sequentially and let p(v1, . . . , vk|A)
denote the generating distribution of the frames given the input.
Of key importance to our generation process is the layout of the objects in every frame, namely the
set of bounding boxes corresponding to the objects at frame t. These describe the coarse level motion
trajectories of the objects. The rationale of our generation process is that the action graph is used to
produce the layouts and then these in turn can be used to produce the frame pixels. Formally, we
let `t denote a set of vectors, one per bounding box. Each such vector contains the four bounding
box coordinates, as well as a descriptor vector for this bounding box (the vector can be thought of as
capturing visual attributes of the object, such as its category, color, geometric configuration etc).
2The generator can depend on stochastic noise as in GANs, but following most recent work on conditional
generation, we consider deterministic maps.
3Using the first frame can be avoided by using an SG2Image model [1, 14, 22] for generating the first frame.
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Following [45], we make the Markov assumption that generation of both vt and lt directly depends
only on some of the information generated thus far. Specifically, we assume that `t depends only At
and `t−1, and vt depends only on vt,`t and `t−1. This corresponds to the following form for p:
p(v1, ..., vT , l1, ..., lT |A, v0, l0) =
T∏
t=2
p(`t|At, `t−1)p(vt|vt−1, `t, `t−1) (1)
We refer to the distribution p(lt|·) as Layout Generation and to p(vt|·) as Frame Generation. Follow-
ing [45] we assume that these are deterministic distributions. For example, for frame generation vt is
a deterministic function of vt−1, `t, `t−1. We next describe these functions.
The Layout Generating Function: At time t we want to use the previous layout `t−1 and current
action graph At to predict the current layout `t. The rationale is that the At captures the current state
of the actions and can thus “propagate” `t−1 to the next layout. This prediction requires integrating
information from all boxes as well as the edges of At. Thus, a natural architecture for this task is a
Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [29] that operates on the graph At whose nodes are “enriched”
with the layouts `t. Formally, we construct a new graph of the same structure as At, with new features
on nodes and edges. At the node corresponding to object i the features are an embedding of the
category and the layout of the object from `t−1. The features on edges are (i, a, j, r) from At. The
GCN first applies a neural network to both node and edge features. Then, node and edge features are
repeatedly re-estimated using a standard GCN aggregation operations. For more information please
see Supplemental Section 1.2. After applying the above re-estimation for K steps, each node feature
is used to extract the new layout `t by applying a neural net to its current features.
The Frame Generating Function: After obtaining the layout `t we wish to use it along with vt−1
and `t−1 to predict the next frame. The idea is that `t, `t−1 characterize how objects should move,
and vt−1 shows their last physical appearance. Combining these two information sources we should
be able to generate the next frame accurately. As a first step, we estimate the optical flow at time
t, denoted by ft. We let ft = F (vt−1, `t−1, `t). The idea is that given the previous frame and
two consecutive layout, we should be able to predict in which direction pixels in the image will
move, namely predict the flow. The optical flow network F is similar to [17] and based on residual
networks [13]. This network will be trained using an auxiliary loss based on estimated flows (see
Section 4.2). Given the flow ft and previous frame vt−1 a natural estimate of the next frame is to
use a warping function [55] wt =W (ft, vt−1). Finally we fine-tune wt via a network S(lt, wt) that
provides an additive correction resulting in the final frame prediction: vt = wt + S(lt, wt), where
the S network is the SPADE generator from [34].
4.2 Losses and Training
Our model contains several intermediate representations: layouts `t, flows ft, and pixels vt. For
training, we assume we have ground truth frames vGTt and ground truth layouts `
GT
t . We calculate
flows from ground truth frames using the iterative Lucas-Kanade algorithm [3] obtaining fˆt (we do
not use GT here, since these are not ground truth flows). Our losses below use these training signals.
Layout loss L`. The L1 loss between ground truth bounding boxes `GTt and the predicted ones `t
(here we ignore the object descriptor part of `t): L` = ‖`t − `GTt ‖1.
Pixel Action discriminator loss LA. For the generated pixels vt we employ a GAN type loss that
uses a discriminator between generated frames vt and ground truth frames vGTt . Importantly, the
discriminator is conditioned on the action graph and ground truth layout, since generating vt is
conditioned on these.4 Formally, let DA be a discriminator function with output in (0, 1). We adopt a
similar multi-scale PatchGAN discriminator [18] that was used in pix2pixHD [46]. The loss DA is
then the GAN loss (e.g., see [18]):
LA = max
DA
EGT
[
logDA(At, v
GT
t , `
GT
t )
]
+ Ep
[
log(1−DA(At, vt, `GTt ))
]
(2)
where GT corresponds to sampling frames from the ground truth videos, and p corresponds to
sampling from the generated videos. In the loss for generation we use ground-truth layout since
this allows for faster training in practice. Optimization of this loss is done in the standard way of
4Discriminators for vt sequences can also be considered, but the simpler version works, and is faster to train.
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Figure 4: Comparison of baselines methods. The top two rows are based on CATER videos, while the bottom
two rows are based on Something Something videos. The OURS + FLOW model refers to our model without the
S network (only flow prediction). Click the image to play the video clip in a browser.
alternating gradient ascent on DA parameters and descent on generator parameters.
Flow loss Lf . The flow loss Lf includes two terms. The L1 loss between the flow fˆt estimated from
GT frames and the predicted flow ft, and the warping loss which measures the error between the
warps of the previous frame and the predicted next frame as in [45] (Eq. 8 therein).
Perceptual Loss LP . We add the VGG feature matching loss as in [6, 21, 46].
The final optimization problem is to minimize a weighted sum of the above losses, with weights λ`, λf
and λP . Minimization is with respect to all generator parameters (see Supp. for more information).
5 Experiments
In this section we evaluate our AG2Vid model on the CATER and Something Something V2 datasets.
For each dataset we learn an AG2Vid model with a given set of actions. We then perform evaluation
both on the visual quality of the resulting videos, and on their semantic agreement with the generated
actions. For full details about training, evaluation and ablation tests, see the Supplementary.
Implementation details: The GCN model uses K = 5 hidden layers and an embedding layer of
128 units for each object and action. For optimization we use the ADAM [27] with lr = 1e− 4 and
(β1, β2) = (0.5, 0.99). Every model was trained on an NVIDIA V100 GPU for approximately 2
weeks. For loss weights (see Section 4.2) we use λB = λF = λP = 10 and λA = 1. During training,
we use sequences of T = 4 frames and a batch size of 2 for the Frame Generating Function and
sequences of T = 32 for the Layout Generating Function.
Datasets: We use the following datasets: (1) CATER [10] is a synthetic video dataset originally
created for action recognition and reasoning. The main entities in the data are objects, spatial relations
and actions over objects. Every object has a color, shape, size and material attributes. Actions
include “rotate”, “cover”, “pick place” and “slide” and every action has an indicated start and end
time. We use the standard CATER train partition (3849 videos) and split the validation into 30%
val (495 videos) and use the rest for testing (1156 videos). CATER videos are given in 24 FPS,
we subsample and use 8 FPS in all our CATER experiments. (2) Something-Something [12] is an
action recognition dataset and benchmark, containing videos of basic actions. Here we included
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Figure 5: Compositional action synthesis in Something-Something and CATER. The objects involved in the
composed actions are highlighted. Click the image to play the video clip in a browser.
Methods mIOU ↑ LPIPS ↓ Human ↑
CATER Smth CATER Smth CATER Smth
SG2IM [22] 18.1 - 0.39 - 50.6 -
CVP [51] 69.4 50.7 0.31 0.59 42.2 25.6
OURS + V2V [45] 88.2 59.4 0.16 0.32 50.0 50.0
Ours 88.2 59.4 0.09 0.25 74.4 84.0
Table 1: Quantitative comparisons of of different models. Evaluation is done on the CATER and Something-
Something V2 datasets on resolution 256 × 256. The human raters were given the “Visual Quality” task
described in the text, where all pairwise comparisons were with respect to the V2V baseline.
videos of the 8 most frequent actions. These include for example “Putting [something] on a surface”,
“Moving [something] up” and “Covering [something] with [something]”.
Performance metrics: We evaluate the predicted layout locations using the mean intersection over
union (mIOU) and the quality of the generated frames using the Learned Perceptual Image Patch
Similarity (LPIPS) [54]. Additionally, we evaluate the visual quality of the generated videos by
human annotators using Amazon Master Mechanical Turk. In the “Visual Quality” task we compared
to two generation algorithms, and raters were asked to says which of two generated videos is more
realistic. The metric for this task was the fraction of times an algorithm was selected. In the “Semantic
Accuracy” task, raters were asked to select the action category describing the video, and the average
accuracy (compared to the action that was meant to be generated) was computed.
Baselines: We compare AG2Vid to several state of the art generators. Since our action-graph to
video is a new task, there is no baseline for generating layouts as our GCN does. Thus, baselines
below either use our predicted layout, or just predict from the first frame without conditioning on
actions (in the latter case, we evaluate video quality and not action semantics). 1) OURS + V2V:
Vid2Vid [45] learns a mapping from input semantic segmentation maps to output videos. In our case,
we only have our predicted layout `t as input, and thus train Vid2Vid with it. Thus, this baseline
shares our GCN model, but uses a different pixel generation model. 2) CVP [51]: This model uses
an initial input image and layout for future frame prediction while reasoning about entity interactions.
Since the model only takes the initial frame but not the action-graph we do not expect it to capture
action semantics. Instead, we use it to evaluate how well a realistic video can be generated from a
single frame (recall that our model also uses the first frame). 3) SG2IM [22]: Both CATER and
Something-Something contain frame-level scene graph annotations. This baseline uses a scene graph
to image model to generate a video from this scene graph sequence. This model does not condition
over the action or initial frame and serves only for comparison in terms of realistic generation.
Composing New Actions: A key advantage of Action Graphs, is that we can compose new unseen
complex actions at inference time by utilizing existing atomic actions. To demonstrate this capability,
we compose new actions as follows. For CATER, we created the following two new actions: 1)
“swap” is created by constructing the edges (A, “slide”, B, ts, te) and (B, “pick place”, A, ts, te).
This results in A sliding towards B and B jumping towards A, hence swapping places. 2) “huddle”
is created by employing the “contain” action for every object in the scene over the Snitch object. For
Something-Something [12], we composed the “push-left” and “move-down” to form the “left-down”
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Methods mIOU ↑ LPIPS ↓
CATER Smth CATER Smth
Flow Loss 88.23 59.36 0.255 0.258
+ Perceptual Loss 88.23 59.36 0.097 0.252
+ Action Discriminator Loss 88.23 59.36 0.090 0.254
Table 2: Ablations results of the AG2Vid model for different losses. The losses are added one by one.
Methods Standard Actions Composed Actions
CATER Smth CATER Smth
Slide Cont. PP Rotate Right Uncov. Up Take Swap Hudd. RU DL
Generated action 93.5 66.7 88.9 78.2 100. 50.0 100. 75.0 92.1 98.6 75.0 100.
GT action - - - - 100. 100. 90.0 100. - - - -
Table 3: Human evaluation of the semantic quality of the generated videos. For each generated video with a
given action, we asked raters to select the action described in the video. Actions above correspond to: Slide,
Contain, Pick Place, Rotate, Push right, Uncover, Move up, Take, Swap, Huddle, Right-Up and Down-Left.
action, and “push-right” and “move-up” to right up the objects by forming the “right-up” action. We
evaluate the semantic accuracy of the composed objects, via the rating mechanism described above.
5.1 Results
Generation results for the two datasets can be seen in Figure 4, and examples of generated composed
new actions are in Figure 5. For additional qualitative examples see the Supplementary.
Visual Quality: Table 1 compares the four video generation methods in terms of visual quality (and
not action semantics). It can be seen that our AG2Vid approach results in the best quality generation
across the different metrics. In terms of layout accuracy (mIOU), it is not surprising that both SG2IM
and CVP do not perform as well as our method, as they are not conditioned on the action graph.
However, the IOU is not random CVP since the first frame is somewhat predictive of locations in the
rest of the video. In terms of LPIPS metric our approach signifcantly outperforms the others, as well
as in the human rating, where humans judged it to be more realistic than the other baselines.
Timing Actions: To evaluate the extent to which AG’s can control the execution timing, we generated
similar AGs in different timings and asked annotators to choose in which video the action is executed
first. In 89.45% of the cases, the annotators were in agreement with the intended result. For the full
description of the experiment, please refer to the Supplementary Material.
Semantic Quality: To evaluate the semantic quality of the generated actions, we’ve constructed AGs
of single actions and generated corresponding videos. For every such video, raters were asked to
assign an action category. Table 3 reports the accuracy on this task for the two datasets. For each
dataset, we evaluate on the up eight most frequent actions in the data. In addition, we separately
evaluated two “made up” actions that resulted from the composition of tasks in the data. For the full
results over all actions please refer to the Supplementary Material.
Ablations: To understand the contribution of the different losses to generation quality, we perform
an ablation study of adding one loss at a time. Table 2 reports results, showing that the perceptual
loss significantly improves performance on CATER. We observe the results of +Perceptual Loss
vs. +Action Discriminator are not conclusive since the LPIPS metric is based on the perceptual
metric, and both minimized it. Thus, we further asked annotators to compare the visual quality of
them and found that the latter was judged better in 83.67% and 78.6% of the cases on the CATER
and Smth. Finally, to test the contribution of the layout component, we did a simple ablation of
generating random layouts. The resulting mIOU was 4.74, 13.07 for CATER and Smth and LPIPS
of 0.461, 0, 812 for CATER and Smth. These are significantly worse than results for the model with
our GCN layout prediction.
6 Discussion
We present a video synthesis approach with a new Action Graph formalism, that describes how
multiple objects interact in a scene over time. By using this formalism, we can synthesize complicated
compositional videos and construct new and unseen actions. Although our approach outperforms
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previous methods, our model still fails in several situations. First, our model depends on the initial
frame and layout. This could be potentially addressed by using an off-the-shelf image generation
model. The formal AG representation is designed for describing complex semantic information in an
easy-to-grasp way. However, while it can represent the actions present in the datasets utilized in this
work, it is possible that the representation of other actions might require extensions of it. Another
possible drawback is the evaluation metrics. Generation evaluation is based solely on pixel-level and
not by testing the semantic of actions in the video. We used human evaluation to solve this problem,
although it should be solved by proposing better automatic metrics. In addition, the quality of natural
video synthesis can still be improved, as can be seen in our results on the Something-Something
dataset. We believe that better pixel synthesis methods could be integrated easily into our approach.
Finally, the Action Graph formalism also has limitations. It cannot describe a rich action language
since, unlike natural language, which captures not only the “What” - categories of actions and the
objects they act upon but also the “How” - the adverbs describing properties of the action. This
formalism can be alleviated by proposing attributes over the action itself, which we leave for future
work.
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In this supplementary file we provide additional information about our model, training losses,
experimental results, and qualitative examples.
1 Losses and Training
We elaborate on the Flow and Perceptual losses from Section 4.2.
Optical flow losses LF . The flow loss LF includes two terms. The first is the warping loss which
measures the error between the warps of the previous frame and the ground truth of the next frame
vGTt , and the second is the error between the estimated flow fˆt from the GT frames and the predicted
flow ft.
Lf = 1
T − 1
T−1∑
t=1
(‖wt − vGTt ‖1 + ||ft − fˆt‖1) (3)
where wt =W (ft, vt−1) as defined in Section 4.1. This flow loss proposed previously in [45, 55].
Perceptual loss LP . This is the standard perceptual loss as in pix2pixHD [46]. In particular, we use
the VGG network [40] as a feature extractor and minimize the error between the extracted features
from the generated and ground truth images from L layers.
LP =
L∑
l
1
Pl
||φ(l)(vt)− φ(l)(V GG(vGTt ))||1 , (4)
where φ(l) denotes the l-th layer with Pl elements of the VGG network. We sum the above over all
frames in the videos.
The overall optimization problem is to minimize the weighted sum of the losses:
min
θ
max
DA
LA(DA) + λ`L` + λfLf + λPLP , (5)
where θ are all the trainable parameters of the generative model, L` is the Layout loss, and LA is the
pixel action discriminator loss from Section 4.2. In addition to the loss terms in Equation 5, we use a
feature matching loss [31, 46] to match the statistics of features extracted by the GAN discriminators.
2 Graph Convolution Network
As explained in the main paper, we used a Graph Convolution Network (GCN) [29] to predict the
layout `t at time step t. The GCN uses the structure of the action graph, and propagates information
along this graph (in K iterations) to obtain a set of layout coordinates per object.
Each object category c ∈ C is assigned a learned embedding φc ∈ RD and each action a ∈ R is
assigned a learned embedding ψa ∈ RD. We next explain how to obtain the layouts `t using a GCN.
Consider the action graph At at time t with the corresponding clocked edges (i, a, j, r). Denote the
layout for node i at time t− 1 by `t−1,i. The GCN iteratively calculates a representation for each
object and each action in the graph. Let zi,k ∈ Rd be the representation of the ith object in the
kth layer of the GCN. Similarly, for each edge in At given by e = (i, a, j, r) let ue,k ∈ Rd be the
representation of this edge in the kth layer. These representations are calculated as follows. At the
GCN input, we set the representation for node i to be: zi,0 = [φo(i), `t−1,i]. And, for each edge
e = (i, a, j, r) set ue,0 = [ψa, r, `t−1,i, `t−1,j ]. All representations at time 0 are transformed to
D dimensional vectors using an MLP. Next, we use three functions (MLPs) Fs, Fa, Fo, each from
RD × RD × RD to RD. These can be thought of as processing three vectors on an edge (the subject,
action and object representations) and returning three new representations. Given these functions, the
updated object representation is the average of all edges incident on i:5
zi,k+1 =
∑
e=(i,a,j,r)
Fs(zi,k,ue,k, zj,k) +
∑
e=(j,a,i,r)
Fo(zj,k,ue,k, zi,k) (6)
5Note that a box can appear both as a “subject” and an “object” thus two different sums in the denominator.
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Figure 6: Qualitative examples for the generation of actions on the CATER dataset. We use the AG2Vid model
to generate videos of four standard actions and two composed unseen actions (“Swap” and “Huddle”). The
objects involved in actions are highlighted. Click the image to play the video clip in a browser.
Similarly, the representation for edge e is updated via: ue,k+1 = Fa(zi,k+1,ue,k, zj,k+1).
Finally, we transform the GCN representations above at each time-step t to a layout `t as follows.
Let K denote the number of GCN updates. The layout `t,i for node i is the outputs of an two MLPs
applied to zti,K . The output of the first MLP are the four bounding box coordinates, and the output of
the second MLP is the object descriptor. Thus the ith object in the layout `t is simply the set of the
predicted normalized bounding box coordinates.
3 Actions
For the Something Something dataset [12], we use the eight most frequent actions. These include:
“Putting [something] on a surface”, “Moving [something] up”, “Pushing [something] from left to
right”, “Moving [something] down”, “Pushing [something] from right to left”, “Covering [something]
with [something]”, “Uncovering [something]”, “Taking [one of many similar things on the table]” .
See Figure 7 for qualitative examples. The box annotations of the objects from the videos are taken
from [32].
For the CATER dataset we include the four actions as provided by [10]. These include: “Rotate”,
“Cover”, “Pick Place” and “Slide”. See Figure 6 for qualitative examples.
4 Experiments and Results
4.1 Human Evaluation of Action Timing in Generated Videos
As described in Section 5.1, we evaluated to which extent the action graphs (AGs) can control the
timing execution of actions on the CATER dataset. Thus, we generated 90 pairs of action graphs
where the only difference between the two graphs is the timing of one action. We then asked the
annotators to select the video where the action is executed first. The full results are depicted in Table 4,
and visual examples are shown in Figure 8. The results for all actions but “Rotate” are consistent with
the expected behavior, indicating that the model correctly executes actions in a timely fashion. The
“Rotate” action is especially challenging to generate since it occurs within the intermediate layout. It
is also easier to miss as it involves a relatively subtle change in the video.
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Figure 7: Qualitative examples for the generation of actions on the Something Something dataset. We use our
AG2Vid model to generate videos of eight standard actions and two composed unseen actions (“Right Up” and
“Down Left”). Click the image to play the video clip in a browser.
Methods Standard Actions Composed Actions
Slide Contain Pick Place Rotate Swap Huddle
Ag2Vid (Ours) 96.7 100.0 90.0 56.7 93.3 100.0
Table 4: Human evaluation of timing in generated videos (see Section 4.1). The table reports accuracy of human
annotator answer with respect to the true answer.
4.2 Human Evaluation of Semantic Quality in Generated Videos
To test the degree to which the generated videos match their corresponding actions, we generated
twenty videos per action for the Something-Something dataset and asked three different human
annotators to evaluate each video. Each annotator was asked to pick the action that best describes the
video out of the list of possible actions. We provide the results in Figure 5. Each cell in the table
corresponds to the class recall of a specific action. To determine if a video correctly matches its
corresponding action, we used the majority voting over the answers of all annotators.
It turns out that humans do not perform perfectly in the above task. We quantified this effect in the
following experiments on the Something-Something dataset. We used the above annotation process
for ground-truth videos (see “Real” row in Table 5). Interestingly, it can be seen from the reported
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Figure 8: Timing experiment examples in CATER. We show the clock edges can manipulate the timing of a
video by controlling when the action is performed to achieve goal-oriented video synthesis. The objects involved
in “rotate” are highlighted. Click the image to play the video clip in a browser.
accuracy in Table 5 that our generated action videos of “Move Down” and “Take” are more easily
recognizable by humans than the ground truth videos.
For the CATER dataset, we did not perform such human evaluation of predicted actions, since CATER
videos contain multiple activities.
Video Source Standard Actions
Right Up Down Left Put Take Uncover Cover
Generated 100. 50. 100. 75. 95. 80. 25. 55.
Real 100. 100. 90. 100. 100. 65. 100. 85.
Table 5: The semantic quality evaluated by humans of the generated and real action videos. We asked raters to
select the action described in the video for each synthesized video with a given action. The table reports the
accuracy of the human annotators with respect to the true action underlying the video. Actions above correspond
to: ’Pushing [something] from left to right’, ’Moving [something] up’, ’Moving [something] down’, ’Pushing
[something] from right to left’, ’Putting [something] on a surface’, ’Taking [one of many similar things on the
table]’, ’Uncovering [something]’, ’Covering [something] with [something]’ .
4.3 Comparing AG2Vid to Scene-Graph Based Generation
Scene graphs are an expressive formalism for describing image content. Both datasets we use have
frame-level scene graph annotation. Thus, we wanted to compare generation from these scene graphs
with generation from action graphs. Towards this end, we used a scene-graph-to-image model [22]
trained to generate the images in the videos from their corresponding scene graphs. This model
does not condition the action or initial frame and serves only for comparison in terms of realistic
generation. It can be seen in Figure 9 that the temporal coherency of AG2Vid is more consistent and
coherent than the sequence of scene graphs.
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Figure 9: Comparing Sg2Im and Ag2Vid results in CATER. Each column is a different sample. Click the image
to play the video clip in a browser.
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